Step by Step Instructions
Running the Low enrolled courses report
The Low Enrolled Courses Report
•

Contains a list of current courses for the selected year with the total EFTSL less than
0.25 for the entire year as well as their low enrolment trend for past years, by teaching
organisational unit

•

Drills-through to individual records of those students who are in the low enrolled courses
for the selected year and teaching organisational unit.

Logging into Insight
The low enrolled courses report is accessed via the University’s Information Management
System known as ANU Insight.
The ANU Insight portal from where the reports can be accessed can be found below:
https://insight.anu.edu.au/
Single sign-on has been enabled so most users will be automatically directed to the portal
page. However, a small number of users as a result of their network configurations or the
browser they are using will be prompted to enter a username and password.
If you are one of the few users affected, please log in with your UDS/HORUS user ID and
password in the format:
User Name: UDS\User ID (e.g. UDS\u1234566)
Password: your UDS or HORUS password

Step by step instructions on how to do this can be found in the How to log into ANU Insight
document or if you are experiencing issues please contact the ANU Insight team via:
Email: insight@anu.edu.au
Phone: +61 2 6125 8649
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Insight home page
When you first access the portal you will be directed to the ANU Insight portal home page
as shown below:

The portal is available and has been tested on both Mac and PC and on many browser
versions and mobile devices. However, if you are experiencing any issues in terms of how
the portal renders or functions, please contact us on insight@anu.edu.au. For a full list of
supported web browsers, please refer to the frequently asked questions in the FAQ ANU
Insight document.
Detailed information on how to navigate all the functionalities available to ANU Insight users
is available at: https://services.anu.edu.au/information-technology/software-systems/insight.

Navigating the portal
The Navigation menu shown below is how you navigate to report content.

To access the EFTSL by funding group report first left click once on the Navigation menu
on the Student Menu Header as shown below.
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This would then open and display the Student sub menu:

The low enrolled courses report can be found on the Enrolment and Load page. Left click
once on the sub menu item called Enrolment and Load as shown below.

This would then access the Student/Enrolment and Load Page, as shown below.

Running a report
The EFTSL by funding group report can be seen at the bottom of the Reports list on the
left hand side of the screen.
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To run the low enrolled courses report, left click once on the report name. Note that the
report opens up in a new tab or window, so you can go back to the portal by switching over
to the tab or window that the portal was running in.
The first thing which will run is the low enrolled courses report prompt page.

The low enrolled courses report is run for a specific year and organisational unit.
Therefore, a user must tell the report which year and which organisational unit to run the
report for. The prompt page is used to do this.
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On the Prompt page, the user must make two selections before they can move to the next
page. The prompts that are mandatory are denoted by a red star located on the left hand
side of the prompt box above the red arrow.
•

The first prompt asks the user to select the ‘Academic Year’. This is the ANU academic
year and consists of all six terms. You may select more than one year by holding down
your Ctrl key to view time-series data in the report.

•

Next, the user is required to select a ‘Course Owner’. This is a hierarchical structure
representation of the organisational unit that owns the course. This type of prompt is
referred to as a ‘tree prompt’. The tree prompt returns a set of members from one or
more levels within a single hierarchy. For example, All ANU is at the top of the hierarchy
for the course owner organisation structure.
o

If you would like to look at the aggregate information for all courses owned by all
organisational units, select the ‘All’ checkbox as shown below:

o

You can view organisational units below the ‘All’ level in the hierarchy and make
selections accordingly by left clicking once on the plus button to expand the
hierarchy, as shown below:
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•

You may select more than one organisational unit in the hierarchy by left clicking
once on the checkbox next to the unit you would like to select, as shown below:
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•

If you would like to clear your selection, you can uncheck the checkboxes or use
the ‘deselect all’ option located at the bottom of the tree prompt:

Navigating the prompt page
At all times at the very bottom of the prompt page, the prompt navigation buttons will show.

Cancel

cancels the running of the report and will return you to the portal page

Back

allows you to go back and change prompt values on a previous prompt page

Next

allows you to skip a prompt page

Finish

must be pressed to run the report

Important
The Finish button
must be pressed before a report can be run and will
remain greyed out until all required prompts have valid values selected.

After you press Finish you will see a report is running dialog box as shown following:

Once the system has retrieved the data, the low enrolled courses report will be displayed.
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Using the report
Once the report has been generated, you will get a layout such as the one shown below,
depending on the selections that you make on the prompt page:

The fields next to the filter icons at the top of the report denote the selections made on the
prompt page as well as the filters applied to the report:

The report displays the courses owned by the selected organisational unit (or a member
further down in the hierarchy) that were ‘low enrolled’, i.e. had a total EFTSL less than or
equal to 0.250 for the entirety of the selected year.
•

The EFTSL cells of selected year will always be shaded in grey, as shown in the
legend.
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•
•
•

If the same course has been low enrolled in years other than the selected year, the
EFTSL cells will be shaded in the reddish-pink colour as shown in the legend.
Courses with EFTSL above 0.250 will appear in a non-coloured cell.
Blank EFTSL cells denote that no EFTSL was recorded against that course for that
particular year.

The Sparkline micro chart next to the course description provides an at-a-glance EFTSL
trend for the past 5 years.
You can explore the data further within the report by drilling up and down on the data
hierarchies in the report. These hierarchies that can be drilled up and down on, can be easily
identified by the underlined text. For example, the hierarchies in the low enrolled courses
report are course owner, course and academic year, as shown in the screenshot below:

You can left click once on the ‘members’ of these hierarchies to navigate to the levels below
and above them.
To navigate down to the next level, left click once on the underlined data item, referred to as
the ‘member’.

The next level down in the hierarchy, along with the corresponding data, will appear as
follows:
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You can continue to navigate down in the hierarchy until you reach the last level. You will be
able to identify the end of the hierarchy when the underline disappears and you can no
longer click on the data items to drill down any further.
If you would like to drill up to the previous level in the hierarchy, right click once on the data
item that you would like to drill up from and left click once on the ‘drill up’ option, as show
below:

You can continue to navigate up in the hierarchy until you reach the highest level. You will
be able to identify the highest level of the hierarchy when the ‘drill up’ option becomes
greyed out and you can no longer click on it to drill up any further, as shown below:
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Drill-through functionality
Another important feature of this report is the ability to ‘drill-through’ to the detail level data.
Drill-through access lets users navigate from a source report to a target report to view
related data. In the low enrolled courses report (source report), you can drill-through from
the blue hyperlinked cells showing the aggregate EFTSL, to the list of course enrolments
report (target report) to view the breakdown of EFTSL by individual student records.
To drill through to the target report, left click once on the blue hyperlinked cells that you
would like to see the detail data for, as shown below:

Clicking on this cell will open up the target report in a new tab or window in your browser.
You can go back to the source report by switching over to the tab or window that the report
was open in.
Please note that a maximum of 20 data rows are displayed on one page in the browser by
default. A navigation footer, as shown below, is located at the bottom of your browser
window, which will allow you to access the other pages of data.

takes you to the first page of the report
allows you to scroll up to the previous page
allows you to scroll down to the next page
takes you to the last page of the report
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When the ‘Top’ and ‘Page up’ button are greyed out, it implies that you are already at the
first page of the report and cannot scroll up any further.
When the ‘Bottom’ and ‘Page down’ button are greyed out, it implies that you are already at
the last page of the report and cannot scroll down any further.

Save, Print, Annotate & Send
Once the reports are generated, the most common thing users will want to do is Save, Print,
Send or Annotate (change) the Report.
•

If you wish to Save, Print or Send the report, it is best to export the report to PDF format.

•

If you wish to change the Report or use part of the report information, it is best to export
the report in Excel Format.

•

To export the report into output formats like PDF or Excel you will need to access the
Report Output button which can be found on the Report Action Menu shown below:

The report action menu can be found on the upper right of the screen under the Report
Viewer header.

Report Output button will by default look like
icon depending on the format chosen.

but will change to show a PDF or Excel

The Report Output button allows report users to change the output format of the report. If
you left click once on the down facing arrow next to the report action button the output format
choice menu will appear.
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The report can be run in HTML, PDF, XML or Excel. On most computers there will be 4
alternative Excel output formats.

•

PDF is the preferred output format for email, distribution, saving and printing. Once the
report has been generated as a PDF it is pre-formatted for printing, pagination is handled
correctly and it can be distributed without risk of numbers being easily over-written.

•

Excel is the best format if a user wants to make notes or incorporate additional data.
There are four options to choose from explained below:

Excel 2002

should be used for users with older computers.

Excel 2007 Data extracts the data from the reports but does not export the formatting.
& CSV
Excel 2007
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